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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The University of Massachusetts has conducted a 33-month study under a project

entitled Technology Development for Millimeter Wave Phased Arrays. The objectives of

this project can be summarized as follows:

Investigate various element designs and feed-active element configurations for mono-

lithic EHF phased arrays. This includes:

* Theoretical analysis of elements.

9 Measurement of elements on high-er substrates.

* Scaled frequency measurement of devices in monolithic transmission lines.

9 Fabricate and test prototype subarray.

This final report describes the findings of the project. Many specific results already

have appeared in the literature and the reader is referred to those publications for more

detailed descriptions. A list of eight publications and eight presentations resulting from

this project are included as Appendix 1. A list of six students who have received support

for graduate study from this project is included as Appendix 2.

Chapter 2 contains a discussion of various considerations that affect the architecture

of a monolithic phased arrays. Considerations such as scan blindness and available surface

area lead one to consider architectures that separate the radiating aperture from the active

feed network, and considerations of heat dissipation and manufacturability or servicability

lead one to consider modular architectures with feed networks arranged in shelves. Chap-

ter 3 describes some microstrip element designs that have been studied because of their

applicability to integrated phased arrays. The aperture coupled patch was developed prior

to this project, but was studied extensively during the project. Printed dipoles fed by
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slotline or coplanar waveguides have been developed and studied to determine their basic

characteristics. An interesting variation of the coplanar waveguide-fed dipoles can radiate

circular polarization.

Chapter 4 contains a description of our work on active circuits in monolithic transmis-

sion lines. Among the major developments here were FET amplifiers designed in coplanar

waveguide for 10 and 20 GHz and injection locked oscillators that can be used as sources

with variable phase. An FET oscillator designed for 5 GHz has yielded output powers of

30 milliwatts controllable in phase over a range of approximately 1500 with lees than 0.5

milliwatts of injected power. An X-band version that doubles the 5-GHz injection signal

has yielded nearly 1 milliwatt controllable in phase over almost 3600.

Chapter 5 describes four prototype arrays that were developed during the project. The

four prototypes were an 8-element linear array of microstripline fed slots at C-band, an

8-element linear array of microstrip patches at 20 GHz, a 2x2 array of microstrip patches

at 20 GHz, and an 8-element linear array of aperture coupled patches at C-band. The last

array was a scaled frequency model of an array for 20 or 25 GHz. An attempt to build

hybrid circuit phase shifters for the scaled frequency array is described also.

Chapter 6 contains a brief description of some of the analyses that were developed

during the project. These included analysis of (1) the scan characteristics of an infinite

array of patches with idealized probe feeds, (2) the scan characteristics of an infinite array

of aperture coupled patches, (3) general characteristics of printed arrays using current

sheets, (4) finite arrays of printed dipoles and patches, (5) an aperture coupled patch, and

(6) open-end and gap discontinuities in microstripline and coplanar waveguide shorts.

,%iv,-4.

'A



3
Chapter 2

MONOLITHI' PHASED ARRAY ARCHITECTURES

This section will discuss a number of considerations for the design and development

of monolithic phased arrays. Much of the material of this section has appeared in the

literature [1]-121), and in earlier RADC reports; the interested reader is referred to these

sources for more detail.

A phased array antenna offers a number of significant features to the systems de-

signer, including rapid beam scanning, pattern control, and compatibility with adaptive

and beamforming systems. The limiting factor in the deployment of phased array systems,

of course, is cost, and ironically the cost of such systems seems to increase with time.

There exists, then, a strong interest in the monolithic or integrated phased array; as such

a design would use the technology of integration-the same technology that has brought

us computing power at such a low cost.

The integrated phased array thus offers the potential of a low cost, reliable, and

versatile millimeter wave scanning antenna. The concept is generally considered to be

limited to millimeter wave systems because only at these frequencies would the antenna

be small enough for wafer-scale (probably a number of wafers) integration to be practical.

Although no full-scale integrated phased arrays have yet been built, developmental work

is underway for a variety of systems. The integrated phased array is sometimes described

as "monolithic," implying that the radiating elements, as well as the active circuitry and

feed networks, are integrated on one substrate. As this chapter will show, a number of

electrical and mechanical problems arise with such a geometry, and this has led to the

consideration and development of new printed antenna elements and ways of feeding such

elements, and to new ways of configuring radiating elements and active circuitry.

S
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The next two sections will discuss some general issues that pertain to the design of

integrated phased arrays, including the scan blindness phenomenon. The remainder of

this chapter will then present a number of possible configurations for integrated arrays,

and their relative merits will be discussed. Most of these geometries will be presented

with experimental and/or theoretical data on their performance. The interested reader is

referred to references [11-[211 for more detail.

2.1 Design Considerations for an Integrated Phased Array

Design criteria for millimeter wave integrated phased arrays can be categorized ac-

cording to electrical or mechanical considerations:

Electrical Considerations:

" Prefer GaAs (or similar) substrate for active devices (high er).

* Prefer low e, substrate for antenna elements.

" Maximum scan range is limited by grating lobes, and the scan blindness effect.

" Bandwidth limited by element type, substrate and thickness.

" Spurious radiation from feed substrate may degrade main beam, sidelobe level, or

polarization.

" Circular or dual polarization may be needed.

Mechanical Considerations:

* 103-10 elements may be required.

* Substrate area must exist for radiating elements, feed networks, and active circuitry.

* Heat transfer from active devices is necessary.

* Design must be capable of reliable fabrication.

A number of the above electrical problems arise from the apparent requirement of

using a high dielectric constant substrate for both the radiating elements and the active

,U
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circuitry. For example, microstrip antennas have better bandwidth and less surface wave

excitation for low dielectric constant substrates, but the likely semiconductor substrates

have a relatively high dielectric constant. In a sense, then, it is a conflicting requirement

to have a single substrate for the distinct functions of radiating (loosely bound fields) and

circuitry (tightly bound fields). As we will see in the next section, a number of new printed

antenna feed methods have been developed to resolve this basic problem by using separate

substrates for the radiating elements and the active circuitry.

Substrate space is another prime concern, since a scanning array requires RF power

distribution networks, control and bias circuits, phase shifter circuits, and possibly ampli-

fier circuit3, in addition to radiating elements. The amplifiers may be needed to compensate

for increased circuit losses at millimeter wave frequencies. As will be discussed below, a

number of array configurations use more than a single substrate to provide more space,

as well as some other advantages. In such cases, a method is needed to couple from ene

substrate to another. Viaholes (plated through holes) can sometimes be used, but in gen-

eral it is desired to avoid such direct connections because of very low yields, and because

such connections are usually very inductive at high frequencies. As an alternative, some

proximity coupling schemes are discussed below.

A large integrated phased array will probably consist of a number of subarrays. Such

subarrays, for example, might be fabricated on a single "chip", perhaps with one phase

shifter/amplifier circuit feeding all the antenna elements associated with that chip. All of

the subarray "chips" could then be mounted on a "motherboard" to supply RF, bias, and

control lines. Interconnections here also pose a problem.

Circular or switchable (dual) polarization is required for a number of applications,

and of course such requirements complicate the design. Dual polarization is probably the
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most difficult case to accommodate, as this essentially requires two separate orthogonally

polarized elements, or at least a single element (such as a square microstrip patch) that can

be switched between two polarization states. Circular polarization is somewhat easier to

obtain, by using a circularly polarized element or a polarizer to convert linear polarization

to circular.

2.2 The Scan Blindness Phenomenon

Another problem associated with some types of phased arrays, including printed

phased arrays, is scan blindness. This term refers to a condition where, for certain scan

angles, no real power can be transmitted (or received) by the array. Scan blindness has

been experimentally and theoretically observed in a number of different types of arrays,

. and is generally related to the resonance of some type of trapped mode. In the case of

a printed array, such a mode is present in the form of a surface wave of the loaded (by

*. the antenna elements) dielectric substrate. References [151 and [16] give a more thorough

discussion of this effect.

As the substrate is made electrically thicker (higher frequency, dielectric constant,

or thickness), the angle at which scan blindness occurs moves closer to broadside. This

blindness angle thus effectively limits the scanning range of the array. Figure 2.1 shows the

blindness angle of an infinite microstrip patch array on a GaAs substrate versus substrate

thickness. Such a substrate O.04A, thick, for example, would have a blindness angle of

about 60', which would probably limit the useful scan range of the array to less than 500

due to the rapid increase of the reflection coefficient near the blindness angle. The data

of Figure 2.1 assumes an element spacing of Ao/2-the blindness angle moves closer to
"V.

broadside for larger spacings 1l6 j. Also shown in Figure 2.1 is the approximate bandwidth

' of the patch element, which shows that a tradeoff exists between the bandwidth of the

5%

L%,
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array and its maximum scan range. For the reason mentioned above, the blindness angle

of Figure 2.1 should probably be reduced by at least 100 to get the realistic scan range.

The relation of the scan blindness angle to the substrate parameters (thickness, di-

electric constant) and the array element spacing is given by the following equation:

P 3~ 1 ko) 2 = (U +" Ff)I + (V+ " f)1.

This result was derived in i161. In this equation, 0,, is the propagation constant of

a surface wave mode of the grounded dielectric slab, m and n are integers that can range

from -oc to -oo, a and b are the E- and H-plane element spacings, and u=sin#cos#,v

ssnfstno are direction cosines for scanning at the angle 0,0. Strictly speaking, 0.. in

the above equation should be the surface wave propagation constant of the dielectric slab

in the presence of the antenna elements. In practice, however, the use of the unloaded

propagation constant yields essentially the same result.

Figure 2.2 shows the normalised surface wave propagation constants versus substrate

thickness for a GaAs material. The lowest order mode, the TM. mode, has a zer cutoff

frequency and so is propagating for any substrate thickness; it is this mode which usually

leads to scan blindness. The data of Figure 2.2 show that 0.. increase monotonically

with substrate thickness, and that 0.. is always geter than ko, the propagation constant

of free space.

The above equation represents a family of circles on the u-v scan plane, as shown

in Figure 2.3 (the dotted circles). Also shown in this Figure are the usual grating lobe

-* circles (the solid circles); the data plotted in Figure 2.3 is for a=b=Ai2. The circles repeat

periodically as the integers mn change. These integers correspond to discrete Floquet

modes above the periodic surface of the array: in the absence of grating lobes, only the
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Figure 2.2 Normalized surface wave propagation constants for a Ga&s substrate versus substrate
thickness.
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m= n=O Floquet mode is propagating real power. This region is indicated by the hashed

'9 unit disk centered at the origin of the u-v plane, and corresponds to visible space. When one

of the surface wave circles (dotted circles) enters the visible space region, a scan blindness

can occur along the locus of the intersection. This usually is the result of interaction with

the m=O, n=-1, or the m=-1, n=O Floquet mode.

VThis "surface wave circle diagram" is thus seen to be a useful graphical aid for de-

termining the effect of element spacing and surface wave propagation constant on the

blindness position. In general, a blindness will occur at the above described location, un-

less for some reason the coupling between the surface wave field and the relevant Floquet

mode is zero. Such is the case for the TM. mode for H-plane scanning. This type of

blindness will occur for large arrays of printed antennas, but it should be noted that other

blindnesses are also possible, due to other effects (such as feed networks). The effect of

dielectric constant on the blind spot position is shown in Figure 2.4, where it is seen that

lower dielectric constant materials are preferred.

2.3 Possible Architectures for Integrated Phased Arrays

Because of the compatibility of printed antennas with monolithic integrated circuits,

it seems that microstrip patches and printed dipole antennas are well suited to integrated

array applications, and so the geometries discussed below all use these elements.

A Single Layer Substrate

The type of geometry that probably first comes to mind when considering an inte-

grated phased array is the single layer substrate shown in Figure 2.5, where radiating

patches, active circuitry, and the necessary feed networks are all contained on the same

Nsubstrate. A major problem with this approach is that there may not be enough room on

the substrate for all of the components. To avoid grating lobes, antenna elements must be
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Figure 2.4 Scan blindness angle versus substrate permittivity for various elements spacins5 (a),
and substrate thickness (d).
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Figure 2.5 Geometry of an array of microetrip patches integrated on a single semiconductor
substrate.
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spaced about A,/2 apart, so if the phase shifter circuitry, RF feed network, and bias lines

can be fit in at all, the spurious coupling between these components may be severe.

Another problem with this geometry is the scan blindness/bandwidth tradeoff which

was discussed above. Figure 2.6 shows the reflection coefficient magnitude versus scan

angle for an infinite array of rectangular microstrip patch antennas [151. The element

spacing is O.oAo, and the substrate is GaAs 0.06A0 in thickness. A number of trends

common to printed phased arrays are evident from this Figure. First, observe that in all

. planes (E-plane, H-plane, and a 450 diagonal plane) the array elements may be matched

at broadside scan, but a unity reflection coefficient magnitude is reached as the array is

scanned towards endfire. In addition, we see a unity reflection coefficient magnitude in the

E-plane at 45' - this is a scan blindness. The unity reflection coefficient magnitude means

that all generator power is reflected from each element, and no power is radiated from the

array. The E-plane scan range of this array is thus limited to 460 - as a matter of fact,

A the scan range should probably be reduced by about 100 because of the severe mismatch

in the vicinity of the true blindness angle.

The variation of active element impedance (hence, reflection coefficient) with scan

angle is a manifestation of mutual coupling between the radiating elements. It is worth

noting that all infinite arrays (and, thus, all large arrays) have non-negligible mutual

coupling, and it is not possible to eliminate this coupling. That this is true is easy to infer

from the fact that an infinite array cannot radiate power away from the array face for

endfire scanning, and so must have a unity reflection coefficient magnitude at this angle

(in the absence of grating lobes).

Scan blindness will always occur at some scan angle for a printed array, but for thin

substrates, the blind angle will be closer to endfire. Figure 2.7 for example, shows a

S..: :
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calculated result from ,151 for the reflection coefficient magnitude versus scan angle in the

three planes, for an infinite array of microstrip patches on a 0.02A thick GaAs substrate.

The blindness angle is seen to occur at about 820 in the E-plane (unity reflection coefficient

magnitude), although the reflection coefficient magnitude is still about 0.5 at 600 scan in

the principal planes. If the substrate thickness is increased, because of higher frequency

operation or a desire for more bandwidth, the blindness angle will move closer to broadside,

as indicated in Figure 2.1.

This geometry is also susceptible to spurious radiation from the active circuitry and/or

the feed network, which can degrade sidelobe levels or polarization.

A Two Layer Substrate

Figure 2.8 shows a possible two-layer design, where a grounded layer of Gallium Ar-

senide holds the active devices and feed network, and a superstrate or cover layer of a low

dielectric constant material holds the radiating elements. Coupling from the feed to the

antenna elements could be made by proximity coupling (as has already been demonstrated

with dipoles [22]), or via holes.

This configuration partially corrects two of the major problems discussed above for

the single layer substrate case. As can be seen from Figure 2.8, there exists essentially

twice the area for radiating elements, active devices, and feed networks. In addition, the

radiating elements are now mounted on a composite substrate with an effective dielectric

constant which is significantly lower than that of Gallium Arsenide. This is a desirable

trend for both increased bandwidth and increased scan range.

There still are problems, however. First, spurious radiation from the active device/feed

layer has not been eliminated, and actually may be more harmful here because of the

possibility of strong coupling to the radiating elements directly above. Second, the gains

e.

S

%' .. . . .. 1. ...
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Figure 2.8 Cross-section geometry of a two-layer design for a monolithic phased array.
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in bandwidth and maximum scan range are not as great as one might hope. Figure 2.9

shows the blindness angle of an array on a two-layer substrate with A/2 spacing for various

layer thicknesses. For 10% bandwidth and a Gallium Arsenide layer thickness of 0.02A,,

scan blindness occurs at about 680, compared with 630 for a single layer GaAs geometry

with 10% bandwidth. (Note: As discussed above, the maximum scan range should be taken

to be about 10' less than the scan blindness angle, due to severe impedance mismatch near

blindness.)

A Two-Sided Geometry

Figure 2.10 shows a two-sided substrate design that eliminates many of the problems

encountered with the single layer case by going to the root cause of those problems, and

using two separate substrates for the distinct functions of radiation and circuitry. A

substrate with a low dielectric constant holds the radiating microstrip patches, while a

parallel semiconductor substrate contains active circuitry and feed networks. The two

substrates are separated by a ground plane, and apertures in this ground plane are used

to couple RF power from the feeds to the radiating elements.

This design thus matches the substrate to the electrical function, resulting in improved

blindness/bandwidth performance. For example, with an e,=2.55 antenna substrate, the

thickness would have to be about 0.5A for a blindness at 800, and the situation would

be even better for a lower dielectric constant substrate. Since we have two substrates,

much more space is available than in the single layer case. In addition, the ground plane

effectively isolates the active circuitry and feed network from the radiating elements to

reduce spurious coupling and radiation.

This array configuration is dependent on the aperture coupled microstrip antenna.

which has been described in detail in [141 and theoretically analyzed in [81 and 112]. Figure

*M6

5'
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Figure 2.10 Cross-section of a two-sided integrated array geometry with aperture coupled patch

radiators.
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2.11 shows the geometry of a single aperture coupled patch antenna, fed by a microstripline

on the feed substrate. The feedline is usually terminated in an open-circuited stub for

tuning. The aperture is smaller than resonant size, so very little radiation occurs in the

back region. Models have been successfully fabricated and tested at frequencies from 2

GHz to 20 GHz.

Infinite arrays of aperture coupled patches have also been analyzed, and a typical

result is shown in Figure 2.12 for a feed substrate with E, =12.8 and an antenna substrate

with e, =2.55. The reflection coefficient magnitude versus scan angle shows scan blindnesse.

at O= 820 and 860 in the E-plane. The 860 blindness is caused by the antenna substrate,-I.

while the 82' blindness is caused by the feed substrate. Although the feed substrate does

', not hold the radiating patches, blindness can still be associated with this substrate because

of the presence of the coupling apertures.

A final feature of the two-sided array, and the array configurations to follow, is the

fact that it offers better radiation "hardening" from lightning or EMP effects compared

to the single layer design, due to the shielding effect of the ground plane. The coupling of

the sensitive active circuitry to the outside world must take place through the microetrip

antennas and coupling apertures, which present a two-pole (or more) filter response to

signals outside their bandwidth.

An Array Geometry with a Perpendicular Feed Substrate

Another design that uses separate substrates for the radiating elements and active

circuitry is shown in Figure 2.13. In this case, a vertical substrate holding the radiating

elements is fed by a number of parallel feed substrates. Coupling is again through aper-

tures in the ground plane of the antenna substrate. This design also allows the use of a

low dielectric constant substrate for the radiating elements and a separate semiconductor
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substrate for the active circuitry, similar to the two-sided geometry, and so has the same

advantages in relation to scan blindness/bandwidth performance and shielding of spurious

radiation or coupling. In addition, this architecture has a number of other advantages.

First is the fact that the feed substrate can be of virtually unlimited size, since there

is no immediate restriction on the "depth" dimension away from the vertical antenna sub-

strate. Waveguide phased arrays usually used this depth dimension to a similar advantage.

The geometry also permits a modular construction, where feed modules could conceivably

be plugged into receptacles on the antenna substrate.

This design also allows efficient heat transfer from the ground plane of the feed sub-

strate. At millimeter wave frequencies low device efficiency requires efficient heat transfer

from active circuitry. The unobstructed ground plane of the feed substrates allows much

heat removal to take place, while the embedded ground plane of the two-sided design makes

heat removal more difficult.

Finally, such a geometry would lend itself well to space-fed phased array lens designs,

which may be of interest for some applications. This could be implemented by having

antenna substrates at both ends of the feed substrates. It does not appear, however, that

this geometry would be useful if dual polarization were required.

The array with perpendicular feed substrates depends on the feasibility of feeding

a single patch through an aperture with a microstrip line on a perpendicularly oriented

substrate. Such a geometry is shown in Figure 2.14, and has been discussed in more detail

in [10 . This design has been verified experimentally, but no theory has been developed

beyond the simple arguments presented in [101.

The geometry in Figure 2.14 shows a direct connection from the feedline to the top

of the aperture; the two ground planes are also in electrical contact. Another version of

I'l
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the perpendicularly fed antenna excites the aperture by proximity coupling, eliminating

the need for a direct connection of the feedline. Other variations, including the use of a

coplanar waveguide feed, are also possible.

A Geometry Using Endfire Elements

The previously discussed integrated phased array designs all used microstrip patches

or printed dipoles which radiate normal to the substrate on which they are printed. An

alternative to this approach is to use elements which radiate endfire to the substrate, as

shown in Figure 2.15. This example shows the use of tapered slot antennas, but other

elements capable of endfire (to the substrate) radiation, such as dipoles, could be used as

well.

This type of geometry then uses a single substrate for both active circuitry and radiat-

ing elements, but in a rather different way than the single layer design discussed earlier. A

lot of substrate space is available for feed networks and circuitry, and the design can readily

be used for space-fed lens arrays. The individual substrates can be made in modular form,

and heat transfer should not be a problem.

Although surface waves can still be excited on the substrates, an additional problem is

the possibility of scan blindness caused by surface waves on the protruding grid of dielectric

slabs; such effects have been observed in similar arrays with protruding dielectrics [23]. In

addition, this configuration would probably not be useful if circular polarization is desired.

The tapered slot element has been discussed in 1241, and may be constructed with

either a linear taper or a curved slot. The slot antenna can be proximity fed with a

microstrip line to slotline trans;tion, as in !241, or the slotline could be directly fed from the

active circuitry. In this regard,it is interossting to note that a slotline has a numberof distinct

N advantage., over the microstrip in such millimeter wave integrated circuit applications [251.

Y!
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4.-9 Conclusion

This chapter has addressed the problem of designing a millimeter wave integrated

. phased array. Some of the constraints and performance goals of such an array have been

"'4' presented, and a variety of possible array architectures have been outlined and discussed.

Sample experimental and theoretical results for some new types of printed antennas that

could be used in integrated phased arrays have been shown. Work is continuing in the
.4

area of analysis of canonical printed array and element geometries, and the development

of novel configurations for integrated arrays.
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Chapter 3

ELEMENTS FOR INTEGRATED PHASED ARRAYS

Integrated phased array systems consisting of a large number of elements and operat-

ing at millimeter wavelengths have motivated many antenna developments in recent years.

Reduced cost, increased reliability and performance are some of the reasons for investi-

gating monolithic and integrated structures, and the high level of integration of active

and passive components in these structures makes them different from most systems that

have been developed to date. The coexistence of these components requires the use of

substrates, transmission lines, and circuit designs that have not been necessary at lower

-* frequencies in modular units. Another feature of these integrated structures is the large

number of control and power supply circuits that must be included. All of these features

contribute to a very dense packing of components that is difficult to achieve at best and

is usually detrimental to system performance.

Elements for use in integrated phased arrays must satisfy many requirements. The

electrical and mechanical considerations described in Chapter 2 define some of these re-

*i quirements. Beyond these, there often are requirements for increased bandwidth and

dual polarization with high isolation. The element beamwidth may need to be wide for

wide-angle scanning or narrow for limited scanning with grating lobe suppression. A uni-

directional pattern is usually required, so slots and dipoles cannot be used without ground

planes, and these can introduce mutual coupling and blindness problems as noted in [I]

for slot arrays. The element must be integrated with monolithic, active circuits so that

an efficient means of "connecting" the two is required. Ease of fabrication and cost are

important features that argue for the use of photolithographic fabrication procedures and

U'A
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against the use of via connections. Furthermore, ruggedness and robustness of the element

design are important considerations.

In this chapter, two types of antenna elements are described. These elements are

integrable with monolithic circuits, but do not reside on the same substrate surface as the

circuits, thus reducing component crowding. Coupling to the radiating element is via the

electromagnetic fields so that no via connections (plated through holes) are needed. An

,d. added advantage of these antennas is that different substrates can be used for the active

circuits and the radiators. This can help to alleviate surface wave and scan blindness

effects that have been predicted for printed antenna arrays on GaAs [2-5].

The antenna elements that are described below are a microstrip patch radiator coupled

to a microstripline via an aperture in their common ground plane [6, 7] and printed dipoles

coupled to a slotline in the ground plane or to a coplanar waveguide. Measured impedance

and radiation properties of these antennas are presented and, for the aperture coupled

patch, computed parameter studies that provide useful design data are presented here and

in Chapter 6.

3.1 Aperture Coupled Patch

The aperture coupled patch antenna was developed prior to this program, but it has

-been studied extensively during the program. The structure of the antenna is shown in

lFigure 3.1. The patch is resonant and radiates effectively into the upper half space, whereas

the aperture is smaller than resonant dimensions and does not radiate much power into

the lower half space. The operating frequency of the antenna is determined primarily by

the patch dimensions and the input impedance can be controlled by the a;.erture size and

location and the stub length.

a ,
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Typical impedance data are shown in Figure 3.2 for three different stub lengths. The

reference plane is located at the center of the aperture. For all impedance plots, measured

results are plotted as solid lines and calculated results are plotted as dashed lines. The

calculations are performed by the method outlined in Chapter 6 and described in detail in

'9]. Increasing the stub length further causes the locus to rotate into the inductive part

of the chart and become smaller in size, similar to the loci for shorter stub lengths. If the

impedance at a single frequency is tracked for various stub lengths, it is found to follow

approximately a constant resistance circle, implying that the slot and antenna appear to

the feedline as an impedance in series with an open circuited stub.

The effects of aperture length are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Increasing the aperture

length increases the diameter of the impedance locus and lowers the resonant frequency

slightly. The combination of stub length and aperture length provides extensive control of

the input impedance and allows tuning for perfect match at a single frequency or maximum

bandwidth for a given VSWR. (In general, the bandwidth of aperture coupled patches is

similar to that of ordinary probe fed or microstripline fed patches of similar size on the

same substrate, but some results have been obtained that indicate an increased bandwidth

due perhaps to double tuning.)

Increasing the relative permittivity of the feedline substrate has the effects illustrated

in Figure 3.5. For these calculations, the impedance of the microstripline feed was main-

tained at 50 ohms and the stub length was maintained at 0.22 wavelengths of the mi-

crostripline. The specific values of the antenna parameters are listed in the figure.

Measured radiation patterns of aperture coupled patches are shown in Figures 3.-3.9.

All of these patterns were taken with a small ground plane and the coaxial transmission

line that attaches to the microstr~vline has qorne effect on the E-plane patterns. The Iev,

W
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Figure 3.3 Calcu~ate- input impedance loci as a function of aperture length (long dimension).

The other antenna parameters are: t!= 2-54A = .16cm, L. = 4.0cm, W.,=
I1Icm, f 2.54,. 16cm, 1W1 =.495cm. L. = 2.0cm.
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7.65 .225 cm 1.255 cm
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12.75 .139 cm 1.004 cm

Figure 3.5. Calculated input impedance loci as a function of feed substrate diele-ctiic constant.
The tabular data above give the feed line width and stub length used in the analysis
to maintain a 50 0l characteristic impedance and stub length of .22AXf for each value
of e". The other antenna parameters are: e6 = 2.54,d6 .16cm, L~ 4.Ocm,Wp
3.Ocm, Lap =1.0cm, W~p = 1 lcm, d. .16cm.
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Figure 3.6. Radiation patterns of 4.17 0Hz antenna. eb 2.2,4 d= .i6m, L, 2.17cm, W.

3.Ocm, L.p = i.Ocn, W., = 16cm.
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E Plane

H Plane
Figure 3.7. X-band (9.65 GHz) aperture coupled patch with high permnittivity feed substrate

f= 2.2, d& = .O5ein, LF .94cm, Wp = 1.28cm, Lp =35cm, W., - 09CM4 *=
1 0.2, d = .064em, Wf =.6cn, L. = 1.83cm.
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E Plane

H Plane
Figure 3.8. 16.68 GHz radiation patterns. c' = 2.2,db .06cm, LP = .52cm,W, = .7cm, L4 p =

, 115cm, W.p = 0.08, d = 10.2, d. = .64cm, W! - .O6cm, L = .44cm.
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of radiation into the back (feed) region is not indicative of what can be obtained with

a large ground plane. A typical computed pattern of an aperture coupled patch on an

infinite ground plane is shown in Figure 3.9. The back-lobe level of -20 to -25 dB has been

"- confirmed by measurements using a large ground plane. Therefore, it appears that the

resonant patch is providing the primary means of radiation and the feed region would be

relatively free of radiated power if the ground plane were large enough.

The antennas that were used to obtain the patterns in Figure 3.7 and 3.8 were both

fabricated by using 0.025-inch Duroid 6010.2 (e,=10.2) for the feedline and 0.020-inch

Duroid 5880 (c,=2.22) for the antenna. The other antenna parameters are given in the

figures. The feed substrate in Figure 3.8 is twice as thick electrically as that in Figure 3.7,

and this may contribute to the increased radiation in the backward region. Nonetheless,

relatively little power is radiated to the feed side of the ground plane and placing absorber

in this region should help to control stray coupling effects without significant loss of gain

or adverse effects on the upper half space radiation pattern.

3.2 Printed Dipoles Fed by Slotltne and Coplanar Waveguide

Three configurations have been studied which involve slots feeding printed dipoles;

(a) a single slot feeding a single dipole (Figure 3.10), (b) coplanar waveguide feeding two

dipoles (Figure 3.11a) and (c) coplanar waveguide feeding crossed dipoles for circular po-

- larization (Figure 3.11b). All three structures are based upon the slot fed dipole shown

in Figure 3.10. As in the aperture coupled patch two substrates are used: one enhances

antenna operation by having a low relative permittivity, and the other simulates the semi-

conducting material used for active devices. Interest in coplanar waveguide feeds is due to

the superior R.F. grounding it offers to active devices at millimeter wave frequencies. This

grounding advantage can be critical for the design of high gain millimeter wave amplifiers.

A .
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A possible disadvantage in comparison with the aperture coupled patch is the disruption

of the antenna's ground plane caused by the presence of the slots or coplanar waveguide.

The slot fed dipole structure is motivated by the well known slotline-to-microstripline

transition [10]. In that application, the slot and microstrip lines cross and then extend

beyond each other by about one quarter wavelength. For the slot fed dipole case, it was

found that placing the slot end almost directly under the dipole gave the best results.

Coupling is tightest when the slot is located at nearly the center of the dipole's long

dimension, lessening as it is moved closer to an end. The interaction can be considered as

inductive coupling between the current flowing around the slot end and the current on the

dipole.

The structure shown in Figure 3.10 was constructed with the antenna supported on a

": substrate (e, =2.5) with a thickness of .060" and the slot supported on a substrate (E, =10.2)

with a thickness of .050". A slot of width .010" was excited by a semirigid coaxial line

and then tapered to a width of .030" under a dipole which is .820" long and .100" wide.

(The dimensions of the dipole, the substrate and the slot under the dipole are the same

for the configurations shown in Figure 3.11a and 3.11b.) The measured antenna patterns

are shown in Figure 3.12. Impedance plots show a well behaved resonance with roughly a

1% bandwidth (VSWR<2) and greater than 20 dB return loss at 4.72 GHz. The patterns

show some significant back radiation which is attributed to radiation from the slot feed

and from the coax-to-slot transition.

Figure 3.11a illustrates the second configuration, a coplanar waveguide feeding two

dipoles. At the board edge, the coplanar waveguide dimensions are chosen for a 500

impedance. The coupled slots are then gradually thinned to a width of .030", separated

by several slot widths (to decouple one from the other) and then routed to each dipole. By

N N
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adjusting the placement of the dipoles relative to the slots, a return loss greater than 20

dB is achieved at the resonant frequency (see Figure 3.13a). Bandwidth and slot location

were, as expected, nearly the same as for the single slot/dipole structure. Patterns for the

coplanar waveguide fed dipoles are shown in Figure 3.13b. Dipole separation was such that

H-plane nulls should exist at -_ 390 from broadside. Since no nulls are evident, it appears

that the feed slots are participating in the radiation such that the effective radiating centers

of the dipole/slot combination are closer to each other than the physical distance between

the dipoles. As a check of this hypothesis, the feed locations were shifted so that the slots

pass under the dipoles one quarter dipole length from the dipoles' ends. This reduces the

coupling from slot to dipole and pattern nulls appear at the proper angles. For dipoles

offset fed in this manner the return loss is 10 dB.

Finally, in Figure 3.1 1b, we show crossed dipoles fed by coplanar waveguide for circular

polarization. As in the second structure, the slots are gradually decoupled from each other,

the slot path to one dipole is then made one quarter wavelength longer than the path to

the other. Each slot feeds its dipole roughly one quarter dipole length from the dipole

end. A return loss of greater than 15 dB is observed at an operating frequency of 4.81

GHz (see Figure 3.14a). In Figure 3.14b, pattern plots of E*(O = 0,0), E,(O = 90',0),

E,(0 = 0',0), and E,(, = 90',9) are presented. The coordinates .0 and 9 are defined

in the usual way with respect to the x and y axes in Figure 3.11b. From relative gain

measurements at 0=0, 45' and 900 an axial ratio of 2.8 dB is estimated.

Spurious slot radiation seems to play a role in each of the three structures tested. It

is likely that this effect could be further minimized by adjusting slot width and location.
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3.3 Summary

Two types of antenna elements for use in integrated phased arrays have been inves-

tigated. Both allow the use of two substrates, a low permittivity substrate to optimize

antenna performance and a high permittivity substrate (such as GaAs) on which active

devices can be fabricated. The aperture coupled patch radiates well, can be impedance

matched by simple adjustment of the antenna parameters, and is compatible with mi-

crostripline circuit techniques. The slot-fed dipoles can be used singly with slotline feeds

or in pairs with coplanar waveguide feeds, which offer good grounding for millimeter wave

FET devices. A circularly polarized version of the antenna has been obtained by using

crossed dipoles and a coplanar waveguide feed.
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. Chapter 4

ACTIVE CIRCUITS FOR MONOLITHIC PHASED ARRAYS

In this chapter, circuit issues and novel circuit techniques are discussed. A brief

investigation of the effects of scan impedance variation on current gain is reported. The

use of injection locked oscillators as compact high gain phase shifters is discussed in some

depth. A review of a high gain amplifier, constructed under this program, is reported. Its

novelty is due to the fact that it was built using the coplanar waveguide circuit medium.

- . Coplanar waveguide (CPW) has received some emphasis in this work due to its possible

advantages when compared to microstrip for some applications [1]. Since CPW has its R.F.

grounds and active circuitry on the same surface, via holes are eliminated and construction

"" is greatly simplified. CPW also lends itself to integration with field effect transistors.

The inductance introduced in FET circuits due to microstrip via holes can significantly

reduce circuit performance, especially at millimeter wave frequencies. CPW eliminates

this problem. On the other hand, CPW circuits can be difficult to design since air bridges

-_ are often necessary, the addition of ground planes on the active surface reduces circuit

Flexibility, and circuit components in CPW are not as well known as those for microstrip.

Alio, high power circuits may have some problems with heat removal. A more detailed
.

'-omparison of microstrip and CPW can be found in ill.

4.1 Coplanar Waveguide Amplifier

-Figure 4.1 shows a single stage high gain amplifier which was built in coplanar wave

gudie A detailed description of the design and fabrication of this amplifier can be found

ii 2 A summary is presented herein.

Two amplifiers were constructed, one intended for operation at 10 GHz and one for

peration at 20 (Hz A Mitsubishi chip FET *1403 was used for the first and a #1404 for
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J6I

Figure 4.1 CPW K connector test fixtures and amplifier.
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the second. In both cases considerable care was used to insure that the circuits looked as

monolithic as possible. Ceramic substrates with permittivities of 13 were used to simulate

GaAs and chips were carefully mounted in a groove so that the active FET surface was

on the same plane as the circuitry. This minimized bond wire length. Figure 4.2a shows

the FET mounting arrangement. Each substrate was 0.025" thick and was not metalized

on the lower side. An air space separated the lower side from the ground plane of the

fixture by about 0.15". Wiltron K connectors were used and the entire fixture was found

to perform well up to 26 GHz.

The scattering parameters for the FET mounted in the groove were de-embedded

from the fixture using the Al de-embedding method described in [21 and an HP-8510

measurement system. Matching networks were designed using these measurements and

modeled on SUPERCOMPACT. An enlargement of the mask used for the 10 GHz circuit is

shown in Figure 4.2b. Figure 4.3 plots the measured results for two duplicate versions of the

10 GHz amplifier. The output match (not shown) was not as good as the input match at the

operating frequency. It was measured to have roughly 10 dB of return loss. In addition, the

center frequency was roughly 9.5 GHz, 5% below the design frequency. Computer modeling

indicates that much of this discrepancy can be attributed to discontinuity effects.

A 20 GHz amplifier was designed using de-embedded measurements of the 1404 FET.

The resulting amplifier did not operate at all correctly and it was found that an erroneous

measurement of the FET had occurred. Subsequently, the FET was remeasured. The new

scattering parameters were used in a computer model of the amplifier which included the

matching network designed from the incorrect FET measurements. Using the new FET

characteristics, the computer model gave excellent agreement with the measured amplifier

K ' results. It should be noted that discontinuity effects were included, approximately, in

I
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Gold Ribbon Bridge

.0000' Die. Gold Wire

J I K-12 Eposy K-12 Epoxy

SGroove 
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.01So Wide CPW Center Conductor

GaAs FET Chip

a.

b.
Figure 4.2 (a) GaAs FET mounting arrangement (b) Enlargement of 10 GHz amplifier matching

circuit photornask.
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the 20 GHz design and it seems that this made some improvement in the match between

measured and predicted results. The good agreement which was observed indicates that a

redesigned matching network would have produced a satisfactory amplifier.

As a final note, FET bias was applied through the input and output ports for this

device and no bias networks were constructed. In the study of injection locked oscillators

reported in a later section, two schemes for biasing were used successfully with CPW.

4.2 Variation of Amplifier Gain with Scan Angle

The scan angle variation of the input impedance of an antenna element in a large array

has been calcuiated and discussed in a number of previous sections. This scan impedance is

of interest due to the difficulties it causes in matching to the amplifier driving the antenna.

To investigate this question, antenna impedance has been calculated versus scan angle for

a patch antenna embedded in an infinite array of patch antennas (L=0.13 A0, w=0.15A0 )

on a fairly thick substrate (er=12.8, d=0.025A). These impedance values are listed in

Table 4.1. When an antenna presents these impedances to the output of an amplifier,

the following gain (power delivered to antenna/power available to amplifier) and amplifier

input return loss expressions result.

GT = 10 l0 (IS21 2(1 - IFAI 2))

Ret.Los . = -20 log (S21 HS121irAl)

rA is the reflection coefficient presented to the amplifier (normaled to 0 = 0 impedance)

and S 2 1 and S ' 2 are the S parameters for the total amplifier (matching circuit and transis-

tors) which we assume to be matched for maximum available gain. Using the impedance!

"..,



62 Table 4.1 Scan Impedance for Infinite Phased Array

of Patches with \,o/2 Separation

E, = 12.8 d = 0.025A. W = 0.15A, L = 0.128A,

E plane H plane

Sz.M zin,
0 386 388

10 383-jg 393-j4

20 360-j33 412-j23

30 339-j6a 442-j63

U.40 288jiO1 471-j 141

50 220-j118 466-j264

80 142-j113 381-j370

70 60-j81 230-j463

80 .4,-jl 87-j442

90 .2+j43 .7-j383

.

U

U.

U.

S
Ui

,t



in the table we see that the gain has degraded by 1 dB at a scan angle of 60' in the E

plane.

: ", The degradation of match seen at the amplifier input depends upon the amplifier

S parameters. If the amplifier were unilateral (!S 2  
= 0), no degradation would occi r

For an amplifier designed around a lower power FET (NE71000) at 18 GHz, the relevant

amplifier S parameters are (IS2 11 = 2.68 and IS1 2 1 = .215. The input return loss to this

amplifier drops to 10 dB (from infinity) when !rAt = .51. This occurs at a scan angle of

600 in the E-plane. H-plane values are similar.

For an amplifier whose input is fed by a scanning antenna, the expressions for gain

and output match (of the amplifier) would be the same as the ones given above.

4.3 Phase Shifting Injection Locked Oscillators

Injection locked oscillators (ILO) have been used for a number of years primarily to

quiet a noisy high power source by locking it to a quiet low power source. The principle
/,.

is also used for combining the power from several sources either in a cavity or in free

space with a phased antenna array. This last application is one of the motivations for the

discussion which follows.

Integrated circuits for use with scanned arrays must be small in order to keep wafer

yields high, or, if integrated with an antenna element, to minimize the use of scarce surface

area. Phase shifting injection locked oscillators are potentially very space efficient since

the phase shifting and gain/power stages are combined. The concept of an ILO phae

shifter was used by Cohen [31 who constructed a one-port Gunn diode oscillator which was

tuned with a varactor diode. He achieved 1600 phase shift at microwave and millimeter

wave frequencies with a very small power deviation over the phase shift range.
-U"A
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S,
-s the preceding equations show. the largest theoretically achievable phase shift

.etween the two oscillators is 180 degrees. This occurs when w, - Wml = zlw, and

. ,, In order to achieve a full 360 degrees of phase shift, an additional

, rase snifter must be added to give the extra 180 degrees (this could be a switched line

phase shifter, for examplel Or. as in the microstrip oscillator to be described shortly, the

second harmonic may be used

,". in practice, one can almost achieve the maximum theoretical phase shift if the injection

frequency remains constant and if the oscillators are not switched (and thus required to

in lock and relock at the edge of their locking range). If, however, the injection frequency

'aries over a band due to phase or frequency modulation, then this maximum phase shift

"annot be achieved. At maximum pliase shift slight changes in w, will cause either one or

'he other oscillator to come unlocked. In fact, even if the phase shift were reduced from

the maximum one would not operate at the band edge where unlocking is nearly ready to

occur gince the relative phase shift becomes very frequency dependent at that point. This

.'Q empe. iadl r evident if one examines Figure 4.5 where relative phase shift versus normalized

rtquenc) , piotted using the previously described equation (only half the band is shown).

,ote the weak frequency dependence near the center of the band for low phase shifts.

I his particular plot assumes that each oscillator taken by itself will have a locking range

' 2.. .~ of 20() As an example, suppose a maximum phase shift of 90' were needed,
WP

i. ur,- 4 !ridic ates roughly a 4% bandwidth is possible. All that is needed to plot Figure

I '; in .o'-rking handwidth of the typical oscillator Thus the system aspects of a set of

* .' riese )sc iIators (an be estimated from the measured characteristics of one oscillator. Of

,,irs,. 'Tl i ',al r p0oiing other than through the feed network is neglected

,o '
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'.rilator Phase Shifter in (opanar Waveguide Figure 4.6 shows a drawing olI a

"-itage ontroiiefl oscillator built in coplanar waveguide iCPW) [he device used was a

enerai purpose (SaAs FET type Ne71083 Instability was introduced using short circuit

.... , . e sourre 1 irruit sinother stub on the gate served as a resonator and the effective

" Lnugri of thlis stub was varied using a chip varactor diode bonded at the stub's end Gate,

. irair, and vara(tor hia was applied using microstrip quarterwave and radial stub@ which

* Arer miritecl ',s iop of the ground plane of the (PW Only the gate bias is shown in the

I .'re I rie )perating trequency was 5 (Hz and could be varied over a 20% band Output

;1,,%r A" rzieaured to toe 15 dBm with no output matching network

a''-a, rjV U ,irther note on the biasing network, measurements of this decoupling network

, ',"t through line which was separate from the oillator showed that it was indeed

'atiparent at this operating frequency .'se of this type of circuit in an integrated mono
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iie wn,-r. ,s introduced at asyrninetries. Two were used across the main line and one

across the ,tub itself

Two of these oscillators were used in the reflection type injection locking system shown

1' rigure 4.7 A quadrature hybrid is used to create a two port. Each oscillator ideally

nas mre same free running frequency for the same varactor control voltage. When both

are injection locited to the signal entering port 1, their outputs combine and exit port 4.

This entire assembly (two oscillators and a hybrid) makes up one block in figure 4.4. With

reference to figure 4.7, phase shift relative to the injection signal is produced by varying the

•.aractor control voltage and thus changing the free running frequencies of the oscillators.

in a monolithic circuit, the oscillators would have nearly equal free running oscillation

frequencies for a given control voltage. The discrete circuits which are reported herein

each require a different varactor voltage to achieve matched free running frequencies. To

achieve various phase shifts control voltage pairs were applied to the oscillator system.

*[ Except for control voltage, the oscillators were fairly well matched in terms of output

power and operating frequencies. Figure 4.8a shows measured phase shift relative to one

of the control voltages for three different injection frequencies. Over 150' of phase shift was

-reasured at 5 GHz for each injected power. As expected, the phase shift becomes more

. sensitive to control voltage when injected power is reduced. Figure 4.8b shows measured

". output power deviation over the phase shift range for the three injection frequencies. The

output power varies by less than ±0.5 dB over the phase shift range.

One of the advantages of this type of phase shifting scheme is its high locking gain.

(;ains of 20 dB or more have been measured. This gain must be reduced (by increasing

injection power) to achieve more bandwidth as was discussed in the first section. Gain is

further degraded if the hybrid has poor directivity (real and effective).

"N
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d Figure 4.7 Schematic of two-port phase shifting oscillator using two ont-port oscillators.
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Figure 4.8 (a) Measured phase shift relative to injetion signal (b) measured amplititude varia-

tion.
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Oscillator Phase Shifter/'Doubler. Figure 4.9 is a diagram of a phase shifting oscilla-

tor doubler which was constructed in microstrip on low permittivity teflon circuit board.

The circuit operates with a fundamental frequency of 4.65 GHz and is varactor tuneable

over a small band. The quarter wave open circuit stub shown in the diagram on the left

passes the second harmonic to the output port and blocks the fundamental. The injection

signal comes in on the right. The FET is the same as was used on the CPW oscillator

and is used in a common gate configuration which is made unstable with a short circuit

stub in the gate circuit. A small resistance has been added to lower the circuit Q. The

fundamental oscillation frequency is determined by the location of the larger stub and by

the varactor. Second harmonic is blocked from leaving the input port by two open circuit

stubs which are a quarter wavelength at 9.3 GHz.

The output power at the second harmonic has been measured to be about -ldBm. As

litt!e as -15 dbm injection power at the fundamental has been sufficient to lock. So the

fun arnental to second harmonic gain is as much as 15dB. The D.C. to R.F. efficiency is

only a few percent. No attempt has yet been made to match the 10 GHz output so that

this efficiei;r. could improve. At present the oscillator is operated at a class A bias point.

.'- Operation at a class B point may also improve efficiency.

Two of these oscillators were constructed and locked to an injection signal of 4.65

(;Ilz via a two-way power divider. The block diagram is similar to Figure 4.4 except

'hat 'h output "rquencv and phase are twice as large as the non-doubling oscillator.
.

Figur 4 1,0 -how a plot of measured 9.3 (;Hz phase of one oscillator relative to the phase

)p' otVer rvr hP conro& voltage range. In this case, one oscillator's free running

i'rar ri~a,'r fre'iefm % -- rTnf Tne F.xed at the injection frequency and the other was varied

C(r,,rVl ;0h)o ',0 ',,w , , ,n ,+gnal N phase shift of nearly 360" iq observed at the

.
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S,i, e-tio;. powers shown. At 0.0 dbm roughly 240' of phase shift has been observed

r ~a n y i.e to noise in the system causing the oscillators to unlock. It is expected that

7%er io ,,,In(atx :ns will lower the injected power necessary for complete 3600 phase shift..
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Chapter 5

PROTOTYPE ARRAYS

During :his project, severai smail arrays were fabricated and tested. In this chapter,

the results of those tests are presented The arrays described below are. an 8-element.

C-band, ,inear array of microstripilne-fed slots; an 8-eiement, 20-GHz, linear array of

imicrostrip patches; a 2x2, 20-GHz array of microstrip patches; and an 8-element, C-band,

* linear array of aperture coupled patches. Attempts to fabricate hybrid integrated PIN

phase shifters on Duroid 6010.2 substrate for the aperture coupled array are described

also.

: 5.1 Microstripline-Fed Slot Array

An 8-element, linear array of microstripline-fed slot antennas was built and tested.

This work provided a basis for comparison and evaluation of some of our earlier ideas for

array architecture. The array geometry is depicted in Figure 5.1 where a corporate feed

network in microstripline is etched on one side of a 0.062" circuit board, t, = 2.5. Open-

ended sections of the microstripline extend across the center of the slots that are etched

in the ground plane on the other side of the circuit board. The input impedance of the

array is shown in Figure 5.2 and the E-plane radiation pattern is shown in Figure 5.3. In

order to produce a unidirectional pattern, a reflector was placed one quarter wavelength

from the feed network side of the array. The input impedance and radiation patterns are

shown in Figures 5.4-5.6.
Io



Figure 5.1 Geometry of slot array with rnicrostripline corporate feed network.
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5.2 20-GHs Linear Array

An 8-element, E-plane array of microstrip patches was fabricated on 20-mil Duroid

5880 (i, = 2.2) and tested. The mask for the array and corporate feed are shown in

Figure 5.7. The operating frequency of the array was 20.23 GHz, and the main purpose in

building this array was to improve our capabilities for fabricating millimeter wave arrays.

The radiation patterns of the array are shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. The cross-polarized

maximum is approximately 15dB below the copolarized maximum in the mainbeam direc-

tion. The measured return loss of the array is plotted in Figure 5.10, where a very good

match is observed at 20.23 GHz.

5.3 2x2 Microstrip Patch Array

-'.A A 2x2 planar array of microstrip patches has been constructed and tested at 20.9 GHz.

A four-way corporate feed network was also made on the same substrate, which was 20

mil Duroid 5880 (Er=2.2). The patches were fed with 100 il microstrip lines at the center

of the radiating edges.

The performance was quite good. The return loss was measured to be about 13 dB,

and the main beam in the principal planes was well-formed, with low side lobes (see Figure

5.11). The apparent beam squint is caused by the alignment chosen for the tests. The

E-plane sidelobe region was unsymmetric, probably as a result of the feedline proximity

to one row of patches. Cross-pol levels were -20 dB or lower.

5.4 Aperture Coupled Prototype Array

One of the objectives of this work was to fabricate and test a prototype array demon-

strating some of the proposed concepts of integrated phased arrays. The aperture coupled

patch was chosen a th-e cand;dati, element because it provides one surface and substrate



Figure 5.7 Mask for 20 GHz array.
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Figure 5.8 E-plane radiation patterns of array at 20.23 GHz. (a) Co-polarized. (b)
Gross-polarized with maximum gain 15 dB below co-polarized.
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. ".. _:10 u:to :auiating etements and a second surface and substrate dedicated to the

e'A e~orik Tifs permits use of the optimum substrate for each function, provides a

.. t' area of , 2 xA. 2 for the phase shifters and amplifiers of each element, and the

piane prevents spurious radiation from the feed network.

e drimary objective of the prototype array is to demonstrate that an array of

aper,',re coupiec patches with PTFE substrate for the antennas and high permittivity

4%bnstrate ((=10.2 to simulate approximately GaAs) for the feed network can be used

as an integrated, phase-steered array at EHF. Rather than to operate at EHF where

measurements and phase shifting are difficult, a scaled model was built at 5 GHz. Tolerance

studies have shown that misalignment of the feed network on the order of 10% of the patch

length has minimal effect on the performance of the antenna elements, so that the scale

model should be representative of the results that can be achieved at 20 or 25 GHz.

The use of 25 mil Duroid 6010.2 for the feed substrate simulates approximately 5-mil

GaAs at 25 GHz, and the 60-mil Duroid 5880 antenna substrate is 0.025A0 thick at the

S-, operating frequency. The dimensions of the array are given in Figure 5.12. In a monolithic

feed version, phase shifters would be fabricated on GaAs, but the antenna tested here has

microstriplines (approximately \, long) that connect to the coaxial corporate feed network

through coax-to-microstripline transitions.

".,

5.4.1 Element Characteristics

The input impedance, referenced to the center of the coupling slot, of an isoiated ele-

. ment is shown in Figure 5.13. The element is well matched at 5 GHz. The input impedance

-,, of a typical element in the array (measured with the other elements terminated in 50 Ohms)

is shown in Figure 5.14. The return loss plots of some of the elements referenced to the

coaxial input connector) are shown in Figure 5 1,5, where the worst ca-e return ),k It A

"-a,,. :''.- * ' ..' -
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Figure 5.13 Input impedance of isolated element, 4.5-5.5 GHz. Circle indicates VSWR-2.
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i Figure 5.14 Input impedance of element 6 in the array. Other elements terminated in

50 ohms.
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GHz is about 12 dB. Mutual coupling is approximately -20 dB between adjacent elements

of the array and drops to -30 dB for center-to-end element coupling (see Table 5.1).

E-plane radiation patterns of several elements are shown in Figures 5.16 and 5.17. The

unused elements are terminated in 50 ohms. The expected mirror symmetries are evident,

otherwise the patterns exhibit the broad beamwidth and endfire levels of approximately

-10 dB that are typical of patch radiators. Some pattern irregularities and scattering

behind the ground plane, which was approximately 4Aox2Ao, are seen, but the patterns

are generally good and should result in useful array patterns over a fairly wide range of

scan angles.

Table 5.1 MUTUAL COUPLING IN ARRAY

PL = 1.78cm Pw = 2.54cm a = 3.0cm
S222dant = 0.159cn

r 10.2 dlted = 0.064cm

Is,,.l(dB) Z s,,(deg)
S41 -30.7 -79
S42 -24.8 102
S43  -21.6 -46
S45 -22.1 -52
S46 -27.0 103
547 -30.3 -110
S4s -31.8 70

5.4.2 Array Characteristics

Radiation patterns of the array were obtained by feeding the elements with equal-

amplitude, in-phase signals. This was accomplished by using a commercially available

coaxial 8-way power divider connected to the array by equal lengths of semi-rigid coaxial

cable. The return loss of the array measured at the input to power divider is shown in

W&"
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Figure 5.18. The VSWR is less than 2:1 over the frequency range 4.9-5.2 GHz. E-plane

radiation patterns at four frequencies are shown in Figure 5.19. The 20 dB front-to-back

ratio implies that the slot apertures in the ground plane do not radiate significantly on the

feed side. The sidelobes are a little higher than one would expect for a uniform distribution

and they exhibit some asymmetries, but the patterns are generally good. It appears that

the performance of the aperture coupled patch in small arrays will be about the same as

that of the probe-fed patch, but the fabrication may be simpler since no via connection is

required.

A second array was fabricated by using the same masks, but the coax-to-microstripline

transitions were reinforced by soldering a 0.062-inch brass strong back to the ground plane

of the feed lines in the vicinity of the connectors. This technique has been found to improve

the performance and reliability of the transition. The patterns of the second array are

shown in Figure 5.20 at the design frequency of 5.0 GHz and at scan angles of broadside,

I. -26* and -52'. The predicted patterns are shown below the measured patterns. The beam

steering was accomplished by the use of appropriate lengths of coaxial line between the

power divider on the array. The return loss measured at the input of the power divider for

scan angles of broadside, ±2 beamwidths and ±4 beamwidths are shown in Figure 5.21.

The efficiency of the array has been estimated by comparing the measured gain to the

directivity computed for an ideal array (the calculated broadside pattern in Figure 5.20).

The results are summarized in Table 5.2. The estimated uncertainty in the measured

gain is due to measurement errors and a lack of calibrated gain standards at our facility.

This uncertainty places the efficiency in the range 54% to 85%. Nevertheless, the results

indicate that the efficiency of the aperture coupled array can probably be as good as that

of a patch array fed by other means.

UVI
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A scan blindness can occur in aperture coupled arrays due to the surface wave on

eitner the antenna substrate or the feed substrate. However, the blindness caused by the

ow permittivity antenna substrate is very near to endfire. Also, the blindness caused by

SaAs :eed substrate occurs at scan angles greater than 80' for thicknesses up to 0.02A,,

a.-,u element spacings of 0.5A,. Therefore, scan blindness induced by the GaAs substrate

• 1iotUi not ii.t tne scar, range of practical antennas at frequencies below 50-60 GHz.

TABLE 5.2 LOSS BUDGET OF 8-ELEMENT ARRAY

(omputed Directivity of Ideal Array 16.3 dB

Measured Gain =1 dB estimated) 12.7 dB

Measured Feed Losses (to the aperture) 1.9 dB

Array Kffic ency 67%

5.5 Phase Shifter for Prototype Array

5An attempt was made to fabricate 3-bit phase shifters on Duroid 6010.2 so that they

could be integrated with the prototype array described in section 5.4. The attempt was

.1successful, and we believe that much of the difficulty was caused by our inability to

: epeatably attach the PiN chip diodes to the microstripline circuit. The phase shifter

c.rcuit utilizes a branch iine hybrid with the two coupled ports terminated in identical,

swtchabie, low-loss impedances 1Figure 5.22). This design requires only two diodes and

r.J w)Ias sappiy voitage per bit, which is desirable for our prototype design but may not
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PHASE SHIFTER BITS 0 5 GHz

Desired A d Mea. Ad On/Off IL (dB)7 A IL (dB) R.L. (dB
45 44.60 On -12 .10.g

90 4.0Off -.56 I .67 -19.2
908.0On -1.41 TT -14.8

__ _ __ _ _ off -1.13 j .218 -18.0
1800 186.20 On -2.03 -14.6

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ Off -.94 1.09 -19.4

DC GROUND

PHASE SHIFTING

DIODE LOCATION

RF GROUNDIN(v,-
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Figuroe 3.22 Branrh line hybrid de-;ign 'ised, for prototype hs'h te
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Chapter 6

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS

'k-4 'ie "ade, na iave Ka'hered fror the above discussions, a number of advance-

i .,2 *.' r " anai,,a 'r,-atment of pr-nted antennas and circuits were made during the

'r :rq of ?i A(?rk ,ra.q,,nirrnarizec 'ietow'

I kia.vq', 'he 4,an chara otritics of an infinite array of microetrip patches with

2 \naiN. * "i scan characteristirs of an infinite array of aoerture coupled microstrip

1 A current ileet model of the scan characteristics of a general printed phased array

I5, 3

4 A-nalysis of tinte phased arrays of printed dipoles 4', and microetrip patches 151.

, -\nalyqt of the aperture coupled patch element 61.

%.!A ,)I mrrostripline gap and open-end discontinuities '131.

!,, ,e ,v -i ,o'v arp hased on moment method solutions using the exact Green's

1',r'ct iooas r,)r hP appropriate dielectric slab geometry, and so surface wave effects (of par-

,r ,P,.re, '- t i-,ieetric constant substrates at high frequencies) are included.

. c (i:tons tr.. .',pietmes referred to in the literature aa 'full-wave," or "spectral do-

£4 " t'. ,\% avp foknn, su( h ".ecknioues to be both rigorous and versatile. Each

,'...,, :r, A' , r.ow oe dis,-u-te, riev the reader is referred to the appropriate

1"



6.1 Analysis of the Scan Characteristics of an Infinite Phased Array of Microstrip Patches
with Idealized Probe Feeds.

This work is described in detail in i1, and follows from earlier work on infinite arrays of

*qt. printed dipoles i7'. It is relevant to the present effort because, as discussed in Chapter 2, an

array of microstrip patches on a semiconductor substrate constitutes a potential geometry

for a monolithic phased array. And even though we have discussed (in Chapter 2) a

number of problems with such a geometry, as well as a number of interesting alternatives,

the infinite array of probe-fed patches formed an important canonical problem which had

- not yet been treated.

The study of infinite arrays is important from a practical point of view because an

infinite array can model quite well the behavior of elements in the central region of a

pianar array, and an infinite array solution is usually more tractable analytically than a

finite array.

As derived in ,7), the Green's function for a single infinitesimal dipole on a grounded

dielectric slab can easily be extended to an infinite array of uniformly phased infinitesimal

dipoles. This result is in the form of a double summation of Floquet modes, and does not

involve any Sommerfeld type integrals (as does the isolated source). The infinite array

solution then proceeds by using this Green's function in conjunction with a suitable set

of expansion and weighting modes (entire domain modes, in this case), from which the

current flow on the patches can be determined. The solution is periodic, meaning that

1 the currents on adjacent patches differ only by a uniform phase factor. As shown in [I],

caiculations have been verified by measurements with a waveguide simulator. A few typical

V. results from this type of analysis were presented in Chapter 2; additional results can be

found in I . One problem with the above ar iysis is the feed model for the probe-fed patch

element. The term "idealized probe feed" was used to indicate that the feed is not modeled
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rigorously, but idealized as a uniform current element. This technique has been found to

be useful for patches on thin substrates [8], and so is not without practical value. It is

knowi, to fail, however, for thick substrates. The improvement of the probe feed model is

not an easy task, because the rapidly varying currents on the patch near the probe contact

must be modeled accurately, together with the continuity of current condition. Such a

solution could be carried out, but funding limitations of the present contract prevented

this. In addition, the probe-fed patch may actually be of little interest for monolithic

arrays because of the difficulty in fabricating via holes (as well as the electrical problems

associated with a patch on a thick, high dielectric constant substrate).

Finally, we would like to respond to some technical comments made in [9], regarding

our infinite patch array solution. In [9), the authors described a slightly different analysis

of the infinite probe-fed patch array, and on page 166 of that paper, they made three

comments which are addressed below:

a) "Failure to extract the rapid current variation of the patch current in the

vicinity of the probes, causing slow convergence of the patch current solution."

As discussed above, our model did not include the rapid variation of current

near the feed point, but for patches on thin substrates this is not serious because

0 ,igzh -Q ia,:- ciurrpnt of the resonant mode is dominant. Convergence is not

slowed; just the opposite is true. Tn addition, such a model was verified for single

i tin gubqtratii by comparison with measured data in [S.

h) "Th noglect of direct probe radiation influence on ZL (in absence of patches)

This contribution becorneQ important near the array blindness. As a result no

leaky wave resonances ire found. On the other hand, as a consequence of ,'his



neglect, 'our ref. 1] predicts H-plane total reflection at 8.. which is not found in

our solution."

We disagree with these conclusions. The direct probe radiation was neglected

because our substrates were always thin, so the radiation resistance of the probes

was quite small. We have since calculated this effect and found that the change

in input resistance was at most a few tenths of an ohm. The effect of this is

to reduce the reflection coefficient magnitude of unity at a scan blindness to a

value on the order of 0.99 - obviously not a significant effect. (In [9], a number of

results were presented for much thicker substrates than in [1], in which case this

effect may be more significant.) The statement that our solution does not show

leaky wave effects (the term 'resonance' here is debatable, since total reflection

does not occur) is wrong. Our solution, being a 'full-wave' solution, does show

leaky wave effects. We have calculated data for comparison with a number of

cases in [9] where leaky wave effects are pronounced, and obtain good agreement.

In most of these cases, the patch is operating well away from resonance; in [i] we

concentrated on patches at resonance, where such effects are less obvious.

c) "Use of sinusoidal basis functions that do not explicitly enforce the edge condi-

tion. This choice increases the required size of the impedance matrix, and limits

the practicality of the solution to thin, say h/A < 0.04 substrates."

Over the years we have solved a variety of antenna problems by the moment

method, and have usually found that the edge condition is not worth the cost in

terms of added complexity and computer time. We do agree, however, that our

solution is limited to thin substrates.

.4l
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6.2 Analysis of the Scan Characteristics of an Infinite Array of Aperture Coupled Mi-

.1" crostrip Patches.

This analysis has been completed but has not yet been published because we plan to

perform some waveguide iimulator experiments to verify the theory. It basically combines

the infinite array anaiysis of 'T with a reciprocity-based treatment of the feed line coupling

10 Th,,s, mutual coupling between the patches and both sides of the slots are accounted

for; the feed lines are assumed to be localized to their respective coupling apertures, so

no mutual coupling effects between them are included. This is a realistic treatment, and

probably the only practical one since long feed lines would run into each other. So even.1+' '

though the aperture feed is in many ways more complicated than the probe feed, its analysis

tat the present t;me) is more rigorous.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show results for an aperture coupled array geometry with an

antenna substrate having e,=2.55 and d=O.02Ao, and a feed substrate having E,=12.8

and d=O.05A6, thus simulating a possible monolithic array geometry. The feed substrate

-,- was intentionally made thicker than usual to show the surface wave resonances; a thinner

substrate would move the feed resonance closer to endflre. Figure 6.1 shows the reflection

coefficient magnitude versus scan angle, where surface wave resonances are seen to occur

at 62' and at 86° The former is due to surface wave excitation on the feed substrate,

while the latter is due to surface wave excitation on the antenna substrate. The individual

,ontributions of the patch and slot to this phenomenon are shown in Figure 6.2. The real
.°

and imaginary components of the patch and slot admittances as seen by the microetrip

feed line are plotted versus - angle for the same geometry as shown in Figure 6.1.

The narch admittance, 3 -jR, is ,-n to have a resonance (zero real part) at about

.6". The slot !ookq in+o bot th, antnna substrate and the feed substrate, and so the

.lot admi-anr 'i Rparaed 'to an anterna qubstrmte component, G " -jBd' . and a feed
,p

subs;trat, -ornonnt ,' P '. e br-ner has a resonance (infinite susceptance) at 86".
' m "

-, -,. - .,. , , . - . , , . , . - . .,-. • ..- • -, . . - .• • , , '--. x ' % * V,*'- '-', .- , % - % -
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while the latter has a resonance (infinite susceptance) at about 62'. Thus, surface wave

resonances are possible on the feed side of the substrate, due to slot coupling, but these

resonances can be moved closer to endfire by making the feed substrate thinner.

u.3 A Current Sheet Model of the Scan Characteristics of a General Printed Phased
Array.

After studying a number of different phased array geometries of dipoles and patches,

it became evident that many of the dominant characteristics of printed phased arrays were

controlled by the element spacing and substrate parameters, as opposed to the specific

type of radiating element or feeding technique. This observation led to a current sheet

model of a printed phased array J31, based on an extension of early work by Wheeler [111.

The purpose of this work, then, was not to generate a solution or data that was

accurate for all printed phased arrays, or even for a specific phased array, but to derive an

analysis that predicted the major trends in the scanning performance of a printed phased

array. Such a result enhances our understanding of the operation of such antennas.

A number of results are shown in [3], comparing the current sheet model with rigorous

solutions for dipole or patch elements from [7] and [1]. As an example, Figure 6.3 shows a

comparison of the current sheet model with results from [7] for an infinite dipole array.

6.4 Analysis of Finite Phased Arrays of Printed Dipoles and Microstrip Patches.

While data for isolated printed dipoles or patches are useful, they are of limited

value when a large array is being considered because mutual coupling must be taken into

itccount. If it is very large, the central elements of a finite array may be modeled quite

well by the infinite array approximation, which does include mutual coupling effects. The

infinite array solution, however, does not account for edge effects in a finite array, and it is

generally not known a priori how 'big' a finite array has to be before it can be reasonably

;94
mr.
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Printed dipole array:

* E- Plane
o H- Plane

Floquet mode model:

E- Plane [(0,0); (-1,0)]
- --- H-Plane (0,0)

1.0

080

0i
0.6 /

0 /
,d I

-. 0 

0.2- 080

- 0
l

0 20 4 0 80

SCAN ANGLE 0
Figure 6.3. Comparison of the current sheet model with the results from the analysis.
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modeled as infinite. Thus, the analysis of finite arrays may be of more practic,,, .taty

than either the analysis of isolated elements or Infinite arrays. The compaexity o: such

an analysis, however, is somewhat more dithcult than either the isoiateo eiement soiu-on

or the infinite array solution, due to the fact that mutua. coupiing between each ?ar of

elements must be calculated, and the Lack of perlodlc,,y across tae array as 'r, :ne case o.

an infinite array).

, Another reason for considering finite arrays of printed antennas concerns the role

* '\of surface waves. It has been shown that isolated printed antenna elements can convert

significant fractions of their input power into surface waves, as opposed to radiated power

12'. On the other hand, surface waves cannot exist on infinite phased arrays except at

certain critical angles (blindness angles) where all input power is converted to surface wave

power, and no radiation leaves the surface of the array. The question then arises as to the

effect of array size on the generation of surface waves. For example, will a finite array of

printed dipoles excite more or less surface wave power than a single printed dipole on the

same type of substrate, and how does this power vary with array size? It is also of interest
_'S

to see how surface wave excitation varies with scan angle.

The work of 4! and [5i addresses the above questions by considering finite-sized arrays

of printed dipoles and microetrip patches, respectively. The method of solution is basically

the "element by element" approach, whereby the self and mutual impedance of the dipoles

are calculated by the full-wave analysis of [8; . The active impedance for various arrays was

calculated, and the efficiency (based on power lost to surface waves) is calculated. The

I' soiution also allows the active element pattern to be determined.

Figures 6.4-6.7 show a number of results for finite arrays of dipoles on a substrate with

v-e W, =2.55 and d--0.19Ao. (The substrate was intentionally made thick to see the surface wave

" ' A"""-." " " ' ' " """ -, , . . . . . .. " -" ', :" " . . .'" i
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Figure 6.6 Efficiency (power lost to surface waves) for E,-plane scan of finite planar dipole arrays
* of, various sizes.
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effects.) In Figure 6.4, the reflection coefficient magnitudes at the center elements of finite

arrays of various size are shown, versus scan angle. Observe that the 19x19 array is large

enough so that its reflection coefficient magnitude versus scan angle follows the result for

the infinite array quite closely.

Figure 6.5 shows the reflection coefficient magnitude as a function of element position

across the E-plane direction of a 19x19 dipole array, for various scan angles. Observe

that there is substantial variation across the array, especially for scan angles away from

broadside, and that the reflection coefficient magnitude may actually exceed unity in the

vicinity of the blind spot. Power is conserved, however, because most of the ports are still

absorbing power from the generators. These effects are due to the edges of the array, and

would not occur in infinite array solutions.

Figure 6.6 shows the efficiency of finite arrays based on power lost to surface waves,

versus E-plane scan angle. This is an interesting result, because it shows the role of surface

waves in the transition from a single element to a finite array, and then to an infinite array.

For a single dipole, about 22% of its input power is converted to surface wave power. For

arrays, however, a significant variation of efficiency occurs with scanning. The general

a. trend is that efficiency improves substantially for even modest sized arrays, and increases

with array size at all scan angles except those near 460, at which angle the efficiency

decreases (more surface wave power) with increasing array size. This is the angle at which

the infinite array has a scan blindness. If the efficiency of the infinite array were plotted

in this figure, it would be unity at all scan angles except at 460, where it would be zero.

Figure 6.7 shows E- and H-plane active element patterns for various sized dipole

arrays. As the array size increases, the patterns tend to oscillate more around the infinite

array element pattern, and the dip or null in the E-plane at 460 gets deeper.

OeQ
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Similar results are obtained for patches; results can be found in5]. Also in [51, measure-

ments of the active element patterns of a 7x7 array on a thin substrate were presented.

6.5 Analysis of the Aperture Coupled Patch Element

The aperture coupled patch antenna described in Section 3.1 has been analyzed by

using a rigorous moment method technique. The analysis uses the Green's functions for

grounded dielectric slabs so that it contains all radiation and surface wave effects. The

problem is formulated in the spectral domain where the Green's functions can be repre-

~sented in closed form. The moment method solution technique described in [61 then leads

to a matrix equation wherein the matrix elements are obtained by numerical evaluation of

a double infinite integral. This leads to rather lengthy computation times (on the order of

!,,-,30 minutes per data point for a VAX 11/750), but the agreement between the calculations

and experiment is quite good, as illustrated in Figure 3.2.

The formulation of the analysis proceeds as follows:

1. The equivalence principle is invoked to close the aperture and replace it by an unknown

magnetic current Pis to be determined as part of the solution (see Figure 6.8).

2. A known incident current ji,,c and an unknown reflected current "i are assumed on

the feed line.

3. An unknown current Jp is assumed on the patch radiator.

4. The electric and magnetic fields due to each of these currents radiating in the presence

of a grounded d.ielectr;c is calculated by using the appropriate Green's functions.

5. Boundary conditions on the total fields are enforced by a slightly modified Galerkin

technique. The boundary conditions required to determine Mf,, J1 and J.p are (i)

R =0 on the patch antenna, (ii) Atetn=O on the microstrip feedline, and (iii) /7tan
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is continuous through the aperture. (Note that the assumption M M ensures

that P"', is continuous through the aperture.

The formulation in 16' has achieved good results by assuming (i) only y-directed cur-

rents on the patch with piecewise sinusoidal variations in y and uniform in x, (ii) only

x-directed magnetic current in the aperture with a single piecewise sinusoid in the x direc-

tion and uniform in the y direction, and (iii) only y-directed currents on the feed line with

a combination of traveling wave and piecewise sinusoidal variations in y and uniform in x.

In addition to the results presented in Figures 3.2-3.5, the results in Figure 6.9-6.10

have been obtained to illustrate the control of impedance and the robustness of the design

with respect to changes in the patch alignment over the aperture. The zero offset case is the

L.=2.Ocm case in Figure 3.2, and comparisons of that case with the 0.5cm offset cases in

Figures 6.9-6.10 show that a relatively large alignment error (more than 10% of the patch

length) has a modest effect on the performance of the antenna. Finally, the reduction in

coupling due to increasing the thickness of the feed substrate is illustrated in Figure 6.11.

Some compensation for the reduction in coupling can be achieved by increasing the length

of the aperture, but care must be taken to insure that the aperture does not approach

resonant dimensions, where it will radiate on the feed side of the ground plane.

6.6 Full Wave Analysis of the Microstrip Open, Gap and Coplanar Wavegulde Short

Three of the simpler discontinuities in integrated millimeter wave transmission lines

were studied using the full wave analysis described in references '13', '14', and '15'. The

discontinuities are tbe microstrip open end, the microstrip gap and the short circuit copla-

nar waveguide. Figure 6.12 illustrates these throe.

The analysis used was rigorous ir that it included all electromagnetic effects such

as. for ,xample, ,,irfac, waveq and radiation. The moment method technique was used

U%
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232

d aW fL

.16 ca .173 cm 1.108 cm

.342 cm .375 cm 1.083 cm

.48 cm .613 cm 1.056 cm

Figure 6.11 Calculated input impedance as a function of feed substrate thickness. Tabular data
give feed!ine width and stub length used to maintain 50fl characteristic impedance
and stub length of O.22Af for each value of d.. Other antenna parameters are

b= 2.54, db =0. 16cm, L 4.0cm, WP, - 3.0cm, xo. = 0.Ocm, yo, = 0.0cm, L.P
1.0cm, Wa, - 0.11cm,f= 10.2.
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in conjunction with the grounded dielectric slab Green's function for the microstrip open

end and gap. This Green's function is derived such that the boundary conditions at

all surfaces are satisfied except where a microstrip line appears. Following the moment

method procedure, the currents on the microstrip lines are expanded in terms of known

functions multiplied by unknown constants. The electric fields tangent to the microstrip

surface due to these currents can then be obtained via the aforementioned Green's function.

The unknown are determined by forcing moments of the tangential electric field to vanish

wherever a microstrip line is located. The number of moments taken depends upon the

number of expansion currents used. All of this is done in the spectral domain.

For coplanar waveguide or slots, a Green's function is found which relates the electric

field in a slot to the electric current on the perfectly conducting surface which holds the slot.

All boundary conditions at the dielectric surface and the conducting surface are satisfied

except where a slot is present. The moment method technique is then used to expand the

*. fields in the slots and, by taking moments, determine the expansion coefficients necessary

to insure that the electric currents in the slots are zero. This procedure is completely

analogous to the microstrip analysis.

For the microstrip open end and the CPW short a large number of piecewise sinu-

soidal expansion functions are located near the ends. Each of these is a fraction of a

wavelength long. Away from the ends the expansion functions were finite length sinusoids

with wavelengths which were consistent with those determined by a full wave analysis of

the infinite line. Each was two or three wavelengths long. One pair of finite sinusoids made

up the known incident wave and one pair made up the reflected wave the complex ampli-

tude of which was the desired quantity. Only longitudinal currents were assumed during

this work. Later work funded by other sponsors showed that in most cases, transverse
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expansion currents are not necessary. To solve for the microstrip gap, two additional finite

length sinusoids are necessary to represent the transmitted wave.

Figure 6.13 shows representative results for the microstrip open end on a substrate

with permittivity 12.8. The reflection coefficient magnitude is plotted and shows the loss

of energy due to surface wave and space wave radiation. Figure 6.14 shows a similar result

for the coplanar waveguide short circuit.

4.
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Figure 6.13 Reflection coefficient magnitude from microetrip open end on GaAs substrate.
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Figure 6.14 Reflection coefficient magnitude from coplanar waveguide short on GaAs substrate
with (a) S = 1.4d, W =d, (b) S .7d, W = .5d.
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Chapter 7

SUMMARY

0l"

,*, This project has included investigations of architectures and radiating elements for

integrated phased arrays and of FET oscillators and amplifiers that could be used in

these arrays. Many analyses have been developed and several prototype elements and

subarrays have seen fabricated and tested. All of these investigations have contributed

to an understanding of the technical issues that control the performance of integrated

phased arrays. For example, scan blindnesses associated with surface waves on printed

antenna substrates and competition for limited surface area have prompted consideration

of architectures and element designs that take advantage of integration without restricting

* .ithe array to be monolithic. Experimental and analytical studies have shown that efficient

electromagnetic coupling from feed lines to radiating microstrip patches can be achieved

.A through small apertures in an intervening ground plane. This promises array architectures

that use the best substrate for each function (radiation or active circuit) with the added

*advantages of reliable fabrication and shielding of feed network radiation. Some of the

aperture coupled configurations also may be advantageous from the point of view of cooling

and module assembly or replacement.

Injection locked oscillators using FETs and microetripline or coplanar waveguide cir-

7 ui s h v beon dev!oped as a moans of providing phase controlled sources for transmitters

or loca', oscflIato-s. Thee circuits could be integrated into modules that interface with a

var;P**" of -adiatorv and control;distr;bution networks. A coplanar waveguide FET ampli-

'jer ?-milar to the one studled dur;ng this project could be used as a low noise amplifier in

P.n integrated receiv~ng array.

ii



The technology developed during this project was intended for application to mil-

limeter wave phased arrays. However, much of it is applicable at lower frequencies, as

demonstrated by the scale models fabricated during the project. Also, much of the tech-

noiogy can be integrated in ways that have not yet been explored. These could include

the use of optoelectronic controllers and exotic substrates to achieve performances beyond

those described in this report. Further work in these areas is certainly needed.

::.
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